LEAF MOBILE ACTIVITY TUTORIAL
Solenopsis I (2008) is made of many fragile, porcelain parts suspended from the ceiling. Their surfaces contain lots of openings, like an abstract net. These organic shapes and the scientific title remind us of plants.

Solenopsis, a scientific name referring to both a genus of ants and a genus of flowering plants, is a commentary on the intricate beauty of our environments that embody both fragility and strength.

WHAT DO YOU THINK IT LOOKS LIKE?
Create an art piece inspired by Kevin Turner’s, *Solenopsis I!*

**SUPPLIES**

- SCISSORS
- PAPER TOWEL TUBE
- NAIL OR NEEDLE TO POKE HOLES
- (4) 12-16" PIECES OF STRING
- BEADS OR ALUMINUM FOIL TO KEEP STRINGS FROM SLIDING
- LEAVES
- PAPER
- CRAYONS
STEP 1
Cut the paper towel tube in half – lengthwise.
Poke 5 small holes in a line down the middle of the tube.

DIAGRAM >
For the hanger, run string between the two outer holes, adding *stoppers* underneath the tube.

A stopper can be a big knot, a bead, or aluminum foil wrapped tight. Stoppers keep the knot from slipping through the hole.

Run string through the other 3 holes adding stoppers on the topside. Leave their ends loose.
Find some leaves or ask someone to bring you a few!

Try to find 3-5 different kinds.

Eager for a challenge? Find one with a pointy margin, which is leaf speak for edge!
Gather leaves, crayons, and paper.

PUT ONE SHEET OF PAPER OVER A LEAF AND RUB THE CRAYON OVER IT.

PRO TIP!
Use the side of the crayon for a more even leaf rubbing.

MAKE 6-10 RUBBINGS.
Leaf Facts

Notice the lines on your leaves – these are called veins.

If you see same size lines that don’t connect, they’re parallel.

If you see different sizes that connect like a net, they’re reticulated.

Pinnate leaves have 1 main vein with smaller ones branching out.

Palmate leaves have 2+ main veins that start at the bottom, each with small ones branching out.
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DONE

SHARE YOUR LEAF MOBILE!
#MMAEDU
#MMAEDUATHOME
#MUSEUMSCHOOLMMA
#MUSEUMFROMHOME
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